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Introduction

Playground was a companion to the eighth grade task Math

Town without its complexities. Still, this task required a

transposition from the literal to the figurative in planning the

playground. Using a map of a playground allowed students to

work with something familiar, making it easier for them to visual-

ize the whole.

Focus

Playground examined fourth grade students'

abilities to organize and deal with logical and

practical constraints, while looking at such

mathematical concepts as area, perimeter, locus

and scale. It also investigated students' skills in

computation, measurement (accuracy and

precision), and the correct or incorrect use of

instruments.

Description

This task was divided into two parts, the first

asking students to design a playground. They

were given a base map of a proposed
playground where they were to position equip-

ment pieces according to certain restrictions.

They also were given pictures of the following

playground equipment: a general open area,

basketball court, sandbox, swing, monkey bars

and slide. Students were asked to place the

equipment in the best spot, keeping the restric-

tions in mind.

Materials Playground map
Ruler

String

Compass
Transparent grid
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Administrators read aloud the following restrictions in

order to alleviate any problems students might have with

reading. Students were also given cards with these restric-

tions printed on them:

The slide and the swings must be at least 1 inch from

the open space, the basketball court, the jogging

path, the fence and the other playground equipment.

The monkey bars and the sandbox must be at least

1 inch from the jogging path.

The basketball basket must be at least 1 inch from the

jogging path and other equipment.

The second part of the task consisted of an area and

perimeter determination exercise. Students were asked

to answer the following short questions.

What is the area of the open space in square inches?

How long is the jogging path in inches?

If a jogger starts at entrance A and jogs 105 feet,

where on the map will she stop if the scale of the map
is 1 inch = 5 feet?

Results

Placement of Playground Equipment

In placing the playground equipment, all of the tools

provided could be used, but some were better than others

for meeting the different requirements of the various

equipment. Administrators noted which of the tools stu-

dents used.

The initial strategy used by 56% of fourth graders was to

place the large pieces of playground equipment first.

Open Space

Since there were no restrictions on it, students were able

to position the open space with few problems. The open

space was used as a restriction for other equipment.

The basketball basket must be at least I inchfrom thejogging

path and other equipment.

About half the students (52 percent) understood that the

restriction in this question applied only to the basket, not

to the entire court, and since it was an unconventional

court with one basket, students only had to

make sure that the basket was one inch from the

jogging path and from the other equipment.

The ruler or the grid was the best tool in placing

the basketball court, since only a simple meas-

urement was needed. Of the 64 percent of the

students who used the ruler to place the basket-

ball court, 66 percent placed it correctly. Seven

percent of the students used the grid for this

task and two thirds were successful in their

placement. In all, slightly less than half the

students (48 percent) were able to place the

basketball court on the playground correctly.

The monkey bars and the sandbox must be at least

1 inchfrom thejogging path.

Although the grid or compass were the best

choices for placing these items, most students

used the ruler. In locating the sandbox, 63 per-

cent of the students used the ruler and 56 per-

cent of them were correct. Sixty-one percent of

the students used the ruler to place the monkey
bars and 65 percent of them placed it correctly.

Overall, 38 percent of the students correctly

placed the sandbox and 49 percent placed the

monkey bars correctly. It's difficult to account

for the different success rates here, except to

comment that students were generally more

successful in placing the monkey bars regardless

of the tools used. Size may have been a factor.

It may have been easier to find an area that

accommodated the smaller monkey bars than

the sandbox.

The slide and the swings must be at least 1 inch

from the open space, the basketball court, tliejog-

ging path, the fence and the other playground

equipment.

These two pieces of equipment had the most

restrictions on where they could be placed since

essentially they had to be an inch from every-

thing else. The compass would have been the

most efficient and accurate way of placing them,

but only one percent used it for either of the

placements. About 60 percent of the students

used the ruler with 65 percent of them placing

the swings accurately and 54 percent placing the

slide accurately. In all, one third of the students

successfully placed the swings and just over one

third (35 percent) located the slide correctly.



Use of Tools

Students were hesitant to use all of the tools for these

placement tasks. They tended to use what was most

familiar to them, the ruler, whether or not it was ap-

propriate. Sometimes even familiarity with the tools did

not help their cause, as in the two examples reported

below.

Both boys seemed comfortable using a ruler, yet they

were inconsistent with their results. I believe they

were hampered by the fact that they did not seem to

recognize the value of keeping the ruler flat while

taking their readings. Also, they seemed able to

focus on one restriction at a time but not several

simultaneously.

The selected student noticed the ruler use would be

easier if started on the one inch instead of on the 12

inch end. One of the students asked 4 1 /2 or 4 which

is it? "4" - They didn't have the concept of 4 1/4.

Confusion occurred when one measured and one

recorded. Measurer doubted partner was recording

correctly.

Approximately 60 percent of the students used the ruler

for everything. The following chart lists the tasks and the

tools used by the students.

Ruler Compass String Grid

%

Open Space 61

Basketball Court 64

Sandbox 63

Swing 61

Monkey bars 61

Slide 61
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In the following example, the two students had no trouble

understanding and abiding by the restrictions given. How-
ever, they did not measure accurately; they used estima-

tion as their means of measuring rather than using the

instruments provided for the different placements.

1

.

Placed basketball court and measured (biggest

things first).

2. Placed open space; discussed location of net vs.

path.

3. Placed swings, and measured distance from

jogging path.

4. Removed all but swings (put smalls in first).

5. Placed slide, moved swings, placed

monkey bars (no measurement).

6. Placed open space, tried to place

basketball, removed everything.

7. Placed open space, basketball court,

swings, slide and monkey bars.

8. Placed sandbox.

9. All the while no measurements (all by

eye),

10. Checked swings measurement from

basketball court.

11. Moved swings a little; "that's better."

Overall, students seemed to like the idea that it

was a playground they were designing. In some
cases the students were more concerned with

the actual playground designing than meeting

the given restrictions. One administrator re-

lated the following example: "As time passed

the partner wanted to color on the map or add

other items like benches - this was distracting to

the selected student...They seem disinterested

at this point." Other students were quite con-

cerned with the practicality of the park.

Area and Perimeter

What is the area ofthe open space?

About half the students were able to answer this

question correctly. Of those students who cor-

rectly responded, 81 percent used the grid and

counted squares and 17 percent measured and

calculated correctly. Students seemed quite

willing to use the grid in this context. Almost

half the students (47 percent) used the grid and

86 percent of them were able to find the correct

answer. About one third of the students (31

percent) attempted to measure and calculate

the area. Students who used this method were

far less successful with only 27 percent getting

it correct. Most of the students who tried this

method failed because of their calculations, not

because of faulty measurements.

How long is thejogging path in inches?

Students used various methods to find the

answer to this question. Almost 70 percent



used the ruler to measure each side and added the lengths

of the sides; 8 percent used the ruler to measure two

congruent sides, multiplied those sides by two, and added

the totals; 14 percent used the string to trace the outline

of the path and then measured the string; and 3% used

the grid and counted the squares. About half the students

(48 percent) gave the correct answer. It appears that

there is no one strategy better than the others to find the

answer to this problem. In all the strategies used, students

generated the correct answer more than 40 percent of the

time. Students were most successful when they measured

each side, 51 percent of thestudents who tried this method

succeeded.

The administrator read the next question only after stu-

dents had answered the previous question.

If a jogger starts at entrance A and jogs 105 feet,

where on the map will she stop if the scale of the map
is one inch equals 5 feet?

This was a more difficult question not only because was it

a two part question, but also it required proportional

reasoning. Slightly less than half the students (46 percent)

were able to answer it correctly. Of those students who
did respond correctly, about 70 percent counted inches by

fives and stopped at 105. Another 20 percent answered

correctly by dividing 105 by five and measuring the correct

number of inches. The remaining ten percent used other

methods most often characterized as "accidentally cor-

rect." Overall, 57 percent of the students counted by fives

to find where thejogger would stop and 57 percent ofthem

gave the correct answer. Far fewer students (ten percent)

divided 105 by 5; however this technique resulted in a

higher percentage of correct answers with 88 percent of

the students who used this method finding the right

answer.

Attitudes

Seventy-five percent ofstudents shared the tasks with one

another while 10 percent worked independently on the

same sub-task and 4 percent worked independently on

different tasks. Students seemed to enjoy the challenge

of this task with 82 percent of them remaining

engaged until completion. About 40 percent of

the students were careful and checked their

results, 30 percent were careful but did not

check and 23 percent showed little concern for

accuracy. Sixty-six percent of the students were

confident in their ability to proceed to find a

solution, 23 percent displayed some uncertainty

and 7 percent showed a substantial lack of con-

fidence. Three-fourths of the students ap-

peared enthusiastic to the test administrators.

Extension for Classroom
Instruction

Students should begin to understand the nature

of measurement as the repeated application of

the same unit. By studying the nature of meas-

urement as they learn the techniques, student

will be more willing to experiment with unusual

forms of measurement while understanding

that measurement is more than inches, feet and

yards. Students can use unconventional forms

of measurements such as handlengths, coins, or

pieces of paper. They could compare how many
of each unit are needed to measure the same

thing. The different answers resulting from dif-

ferent forms used might be compared and con-

trasted. Students then should try to make
general rules about measuring.

They might try measuring things that seem im-

practical to measure. For instance, how would

they measure the perimeter of the playground

without using a conventional means of meas-

urement? They could try to relate their uncon-

ventional means to a conventional means of

measurement. How do they measure around

the trunk of a tree or an irregularly shaped

object? They could use surprising units of

measurement. For example, by making a mark

on a bicycle wheel and counting the revolutions

of the wheel, a new unit of measurement can be

used. This would be a means of introducing

students to the use of ratios and scales.
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